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Dear Sirs, 

I am a 23 Year Young Architect who has took a big step and a wide leap into reaching goals and 

achieving dreams; coming a long way from home all the way from Lebanon. I achieved my 

Bachelor Degree in Architecture from Academie Libanaise des Beaux Arts in Beirut, and I came 

to Italy to pursue my Master’s Degree in Architecture and Urban Design from Politecnico di 

Milano – School of Architecture, Urban Planning, and Construction Engineering in Milano (MI). 

What does it mean to be an Architect? Is it only a means of degrees followed by practices and 

experiences? Or is it a balanced connection between the two? Defining myself as an Architect 

would be a balance of two prior things which complete each other "education" and 

"experience". Without acquired education an architect would not have a strong base and 

without experience an architect would not go further. I aim to gain work experience hand in 

hand with the completion of my education; and as I reflect on my acquired skills relating to my 

architecture studies, I am well consisted for forming full construction documents, elaborating 

detailed drawings, affiliating within site fieldworks, and mainly being efficient in most of the 

main architecture software. Furthermore, I am familiar with both the design phase process and 

the detailed construction phase having implemented the two detailed phases in most projects 

during my studies. Acquired knowledge of Architecture is remarkably important, and going 

further with defining it, I tend to reflect more on its projection upon myself as a fresh graduate 

and a current student. Architecture is more than a practice to me; for it is more than designs 

and theoretical work nevertheless the fieldwork. To me it resembles exceeding all that is taught 

and all that is learned and pushing all towards much more deeper and higher levels. These 

levels are what makes of me as an architect. I don't aim at building just a functional house with 

its acquired openings any architect would know such requirements and building procedures; 

however, I aim at constructing functional, structural, and sustainable buildings that evolve 

within big cities for the people, the environment, and the highly important urban morphology. 

I'm willing to give all my commitment and my hard work being fully aware of the remote 

situation caused by the pandemic and the different locations of the two cities. With my hard 

dedication I will assuredly make it work. I seek experience even if I start as a trainee, or an 

intern. I shall do all that is required of me. Finally, let me not prove all of this just by words, but 

also by actions and some previews. Do not hesitate to ask of me my Architecture Portfolio and 

my Architecture Sketches if need be, and I kindly invite you to witness a 3D model built, 

structured, and animated by me representing Old St. Peter’s Basilica, Rome. I present the 

animation of the 3D Model it throughout the following A-Link: (https://youtu.be/B7Jy6sgs1Ms) 



NOTE: I acquire the fluency of the English Language with the intermediate knowledge of the 

Italian Language I understand the Language better now for I study it from time to time. 

However, let me say this: My Sketch Pen is My Language, My Hands Forming a Sketch are My 

Speech. Two languages might differ, but as last words I refer to the famous writing by Peter 

Zumthor: (In a Society that celebrates the inessential, Architecture can counteract the waste 

of Forms and Meanings and speaks its Own Language). 
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